
Explorers Lewis and Clark had to adapt. 
While they had prepared to find a 
waterway to the Pacific Ocean, instead 
they found themselves in the Rocky 
Mountains. You too may feel that you 
are leading in a cultural context you 
were not expecting. You may even feel 
that your training holds you back more 
often than it carries you along. 
 

Drawing from his extensive experience 
as a pastor and consultant, Tod 
Bolsinger brings decades of  expertise in 
guiding churches and organizations 
through uncharted territory. He offers a 
combination of  illuminating insights 
and practical tools to help you 
reimagine what effective leadership 
looks like in our rapidly changing world. 
 

If  you’re going to scale the mountains of  
ministry, you need to leave behind 
canoes and find new navigational tools. 
Reading this book will set you on the 
right course to lead with confidence and 
courage. 





 
 
 

5 Vital Lessons Every 
Leader Needs to Learn 
in Uncharted Territory 



The World in Front 
is Nothing Like the World 

Behind 



“Seminary didn’t 
prepare me for 

this”… 

“We are “imaginatively gridlocked.” We can’t see our way to a new 
way of  being, a new response. We are growing more anxious about 
the decline of  the church and the demise of  whole religious 
structures. We don’t know what to do. So we keep trying harder; we 
keep trying our old tricks.  But, of  course, it doesn’t work.  

Ed Friedman 



Leadership is learned  
by the doing, and then by 
reflecting on the doing.  

 



The On The Map Skillset 

No one will follow you off  the map  
until/unless they trust you on the map!  



Prepare for the Unknown 
 

It is possible to prepare for the 
future without knowing what it will 

be! 



Culture  
“Organizational culture is the way we do things around here.”  
                                                                            John Kotter. 

Three disciplines for a healthy organization: 
Create Clarity, Overcommunicate Clarity, 

Reinforce Clarity”  Patrick Lencioni 

The most critical attribute that a congregation 
must have if it is going to 

thrive in uncharted territory is a 
healthy organizational culture.” 



Leading Off  the Map 
In Uncharted Territory, adaption is everything! 

Navigate The Geography of  
Reality 

Too often, the Geography of  Hope  
Can give way to 

 the Geography of  Reality! 
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Central Leadership 
Practices for 

Uncharted Territory �

�
�

 

  

Start With Conviction  
Stay Calm 

Stay Connected  
Stay the Course 



*REORIENTATION 
When our old maps fail us,  
something within us dies. 

 

Replacing our paradigms 
       is both 

          deeply painful  
         and  

                 absolutely critical. 



Don’t Just Do Something 
Stand There… 

Then Do Something 

When what you are doing isn’t working,  
there are two things you cannot do: 
1.) Do what you have already done 

2.) Do nothing 



*Reorientation 
Leadership in the past 

Meant coming up with solutions. 
Today it is learning how to ask new 

questions that we have been  
Too scared 
Too busy or 

Too proud to ask! 



“Leadership is energizing a 
community of people toward 
their own transformation in 

order to accomplish a shared 
mission in the face of a 

changing world.” 
Todd Bolsinger 



RELATIONSHIPS  
AND RESISTANCE 

 
You Can’t Go Alone, but You 

Haven’t Succeeded Until  
You’ve Survived the 

Sabatage! 



6 Necessary Relationships 
for Leading Into the 

Unknown 

�  Allies 

�  Confidents 

�  Opponents 

�  Senior Authorities 

�  Casualties 

 



Sabatoge 
comes with the territory of  

leading. 
 

It is natural! 
It is normal! 



Transformation 
 

Everybody will be changed 
(Especially the leader) 

If you don't like change, you're going to like 
irrelevance even less. 

- General Eric Shinseki, former Chief  of  Staff, U.S. Army 



In scaling the mountains of  ministry,  
we need to leave behind our canoes  

and find new navigational tools 

God is taking us into uncharted territory to transform us.  
The great discovery in following Christ into his mission 

Is that we find ourselves. The beautiful paradox is that the 
More committed we are to our own transformation,  

The better leader we will be! 



If  you want to 
keep your church 

from dying… 

*Focus on your own 
transformation together, not on 

your church dying. 
 

*Focus on the mountains ahead, 
not the rivers behind. 

 

*Focus on continually learning, 
not on what you have already 

mastered. 


